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About This Game

Features:

★Collect bombs, power-ups and gain power from the heavens.
★Level up and grow more powerful - Level up by...... you guessed it! Blowing stuff up!

★Build up awesome bomb-combos.
★Progress through different levels by completing the requirements.
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If you enjoyed the tetris-brain style of fitting pieces together (or especially if you ever played Tetris 3D back in the day), this
one is probably right up your alley.

Also, it's very good at conveying that sense of near-panic as speeds continue to increase. I'm really looking forward to being able
to play co-op or competitive, if the other workstations are any indication =]. Really great game.. Strong engine, plays almost like
a human - I haven't seen any funny robot-style moves yet.

Anyone except complete beginners can play against it. The lowest strength the engine can play is 13k - if you add handicap to
that, then even ~20k players can get some benefit.

The user interface seems dated, but don't let that fool you - underneath it there's a great Go engine that plays a strong game and
doesn't suffer from the usual issues of previous generation engines.

One issue is that the engine doesn't speak the GTP protocol, so you can't use it with a generic UI like GoGui. If they add GTP in
an update, it would be great.. Where the bots at ?. Highly polished puzzle game inspired by Huarong Dao / Klotski / Rush Hour
etc.. It has tiered solutions (simply solve a level, solve it the hard way, or just find a hidden pearl to skip it), so you can choose
your preferred way of playing. Easily recommended.. Pretty good game. The 11th level and 12th level are horrid, but you can
skip 'em and still 90 percent the game. :) It was only 99 cents.. I had this on my wishlist for years, because it can only get better,
right? Wrong, apparently.

Made the mistake of finally purchasing this thinking it would make for a good game to follow, in early access, and enjoy. I
guess I should have paid better attention. After 3-4 years, it's still about the same. Apparently the game is considered released
now. However, the graphics are okay, but the assets seem extremely mediocre. (Maybe it's better later - I couldn't push through
the boredom) The animations are on part with a sample pack for a game engine, in the extremely rare situation that they actually
exist at all. Movement and crafting mechanics are downright generic. You pretty much slide everywhere. The sound pretty much
all comes from the same one direction, so surround isn't even fun for it. This is a game that demonstrates the reason why we
can't just accept the low quality of early access with the intent to improve, because not everyone wants to improve their game to
release quality.

Crafting is similar to The Forest, while being really janky because everything just teleports everywhere. No effort put into
actually making things look real at all. Even trees just sit in the air, for a bit, after being cut, and then.....poof. 3 vertical "logs"
appear for you to teleport into your arms.

  All of this is acceptable for an early alpha. However, this has been declared as finished (2.5 years ago) with no intent to update,
which is unacceptable. So I dub this abandonware (despite the dev's attempt to name it otherwise.) I feel silly doing it, but I'm
refunding the $3 I paid for it, because it's just not worth the price, or more of my time.

The only thing I can really give this game is the same comment that has been said at Denny's Restaurant, a few times:
"My compliments to the photographer."
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good
but cant gift my friend it
. I managed to create a socialist paradise by cranking up my GDP to the point where the bare minimum of taxes off of
corporations paid for public education, transportation, healthcare, retirement pensions, the military, and basically everything
else.

I created a socalist utopia through the magic of the free market and laissez-faire capitalism.. I'm having a hard time deciding
which is worse: Titus or "Classic" Bubsy

Titus goes way back to DOS days of gaming, I think. The only reason I can see someone picking this game up is nostalgia. It
should be noted that this game HAS NOT aged well. I hate saying this because this game is not in the same category as other
poorly made games but is suffers from "Castlevania 2-itis". I adore Castlevania 2 despite its infamy and Bubsy would be another
clear-cut example ( I hate the game love the mascot). People that have spent their entire childhood playing games like this due to
curiosity, determination, or lack of budget will appreciate this game but I feel that it will not be so well recieved by the general
public of today.

Remember that this is DOS. The colors and backgrounds are VERY outdated to the point where it is almost distracting. The
music is also very forgettable, too. Titus does have one idle SPRITE not animation which is far more appreciated than you think
it is. Basically, this game is kinda like playing a 4-bit game on the Game Gear. The worst offending feature of this game is the
lack of damage invincibilty. The minute your feet touch the ground you can be immediately pegged again without remorse and
enemies are sprinkled very vigorously throughout the levels. There is a level select so if you have trouble just skip, I guess.

DO NOT PAY $10 FOR THIS! I paid $1. I'm not trying to be too hard on this game and I know that it is next to impossible to
expect a complete revamp when there is no budget and public amnesia on who this character is. "Vintage" collectors, hipsters,
and people who appreciate this game the way I appreciate Castlevania 2 and other that appreciate Bubsy may be the only ones
who will dip into their pockets for a purchase. Again, I try to think of as broad of an audience as I can when I decide on whether
or not to recommend games and based on that I just can't recommend. You will always have a place in my heart, though..
Combat is unplayably buggy. Ptient Zero just reuses the levels from the base game. While they are enteertaining but, I didn't
feel that I needed to play it. It's jutm ore of the same and the story is just passable.. This is True what I'm saying before u get it
This game has its potential to develop more Yes its like rust and unturned but it's a different game to its self. Yes people dislike
this game but don't let them stop you trying this game it's only 159mb it's amazing for what it is atm, But it does have its issues
but they can fix it easily yes the graphics do look a bit bad to you high graphics players but think when this game has the players
to motivate the game developers write reviews to them or spread ideas to them to make the game better. Look at unturned it's
changed so much from 1.0 to 2.0 then to 3. 0.
. This game sucks It would not work with my logitech 3d extrem joy stick or my usb game pad. he only way I could get it to play
was using the keyboard and then it would not let me change the key settings.. "Crusaders: Thy Kingdom Come" is somehow
slower paced than all the empire building, continent spanning, grand strategy games out there. That's a real accomplishment,
considering I can sodomize the entire Karling dynasty and form Francia in less time than it takes a single retinue of crusaders to
identify, track, and engage a band of filthy Saracens. Might as well be playing this game in real time, over the course of
hundreds of years.. Very nice to work with. Drop Alive is a pretty good 2D platformer. I enjoyed it quite a lot. You play as a
cute droplet of water, jumping from platform to platform. You attempt to avoid all spikes and lava pits:

PROS -

Free to Play
Good graphics and sound
Lag free
Easy controls

CONS -

Short, but very difficult at times

-===-
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Overall fantastic game! 9\/10
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